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Abstract—This paper analyzes a set of languages and standard
used when designing industrial plants. It focuses on Automa-
tionML and B2MML to specify respectively the architecture and
the intended production of the system being designed. It also
relies on the DIN 8580 standard to describe the actions performed
by each machine composing the production line.

Then, it outlines a methodology starting by mapping the
information expressed by the analyzed languages and standards
into the Assume-Guarantee Contracts formalism. It exploits
contract-based design concepts to tackle the increase automa-
tion of the industrial plant design process and to enable the
generation of digital twins. The approach is outlined by showing
its applicability to a concrete manufacturing scenario.

Index Terms—Industry 4.0, Electronic Design Automation,
Smart Manufacturing, Digital Twin.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ongoing fourth industrial revolution [1] is introducing
a huge amount of complexity in modern production systems.
Heterogeneous information has to be handled and manipulated
throughout the design and the life-cycle of such systems.
As such, different means of representations, languages and
formalisms must be employed. Different standards have been
developed, such as AutomationML (AML) describing the ar-
chitectural and plant topology view, and ANSI/ISA-95 for the
business level and the Manufacturing Operations Management
(MOM). All of these languages, based on different paradigms
and formalisms. In the last decades, Electronic Design Au-
tomation (EDA) proved its effectiveness in tackling hetero-
geneous representations of requirements and systems [2]. As
such, it may be a good source of ideas, approaches and
methodologies to tackle design of machinery in the context
of Industry 4.0. In particular, we are interested on how those
methodologies can help with the definition and creation of
production system’s digital twin [3]. This will require to
identify the correct formalisms, languages and standard to use,
as well as the correct design flows to adapt to the new field.

This work analyzes a set of languages and data stan-
dards, good candidates to support design automation flows
for industrial production systems. It presents an approach to
build executable models of manufacturing systems (i.e., the
digital twin). The approach relies on the formalization and
consistency provided by standard data models. As depicted in
Figure 1, the aggregation of information from Manufacturing
Execution System (MES) systems, implemented using Busi-
ness To Manufacturing Markup Language (B2MML), with the
architectural view depicted by using Computer Aided Engi-
neering Exchange (CAEX) data models, provides an overview
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Figure 1. Conceptual overview of the proposed methodology.

of the system to be modeled. The functional level specification
of the production plant is guided by the Deutsches Institut
für Normung (DIN) standard 8580 that associate elementary
actions to each manufacturing machine. Then, the system
behavior is formalized using the Assume-Guarantee (A/G)
contracts theory [4] that allows verifying the functionality
consistency while assuming the given architectural definition
and the production requirements. Moreover, the approach gen-
erates a digital twin for the system being designed composing
the contracts representing the components behavior, and then
performing synthesis from contracts [5], [6]. As such, the
approach generates a production line model composed by
formally defined machines architecture and behaviors, able
to simulate the production managed by a MES system. In
particular, it generates code that can be imported into the
plant simulator of choice. Finally, the produced models can be
used to analyze additional system properties, such as power
consumption and time requirements.

We show the applicability of such languages and proce-
dures, by applying them to the case study described hereby.

A. Case study: subtractive manufacturing and storaging

The manufacturing system implements a subtractive manu-
facturing process, with packing and storaging operations. The
plant is composed of an initial conveyor belt, a robotic arm,
a milling machine, a robot manipulator and a final conveyor
belt, as depicted in Figure 2. The piece of material has to be
drilled first and then milled. Meanwhile, it is transported from
the initial conveyor belt to the storage area.

The examples will focus on defining the functional part for
a manipulator arm. However, each machine can be described
by applying the same principles as shown for the robotic arm.



Figure 2. Representation of the case study in Tecnomatix Plant Simulation.

II. STANDARDS AND LANGUAGES FOR INDUSTRY 4.0

A manufacturing process is the alteration of a workpiece.
Each process can be classified into multiple classes and sub-
classes, according to the type of transformation applied to the
workpiece or the raw material. The DIN 8580 standard cate-
gorizes the existing industrial processes in five macro sections:
(1) primary shaping, (2) forming, (3) cutting, (4) joining, and
finally (5) coating. Elementary actions can be derived from
the hierarchical structure provided by the standard. As such,
the DIN 8580 standard delineates a taxonomy of production
processes and associated industrial machines.

The ANSI/ISA-95 standard defines an interface between the
enterprise structure and the control systems. It provides a
consistent terminology that delineates formal information and
operation models through industrial information systems. The
standard is composed of five parts, each formally representing
the types of information that pass through systems at a
different level of automation. As an example, levels 1, 2
and 5 detail the Product definition model, which describes
processes and requirements to make a product (i.e., the recipe),
or the Resource definition model, that characterizes available
resources such as equipments, materials and also personnel.

AML is an XML-based data format, created to provide a for-
mal exchange model for heterogeneous engineering tools [7].
It describes plant components under different point-of-views.
AML objects encapsulate information about different aspects
of the system, modeled using different standards strongly
intertwined within AML:
• CAEX (IEC 62424): to describe the topology of the system,

and the hierarchy of its components.
• COLLADA (ISO/PAS 17506): to describe the geometry and

kinematics of components.
• PLCopen XML (IEC 61131-3): to model the logic view as

the sequence of actions and internal object behaviors.
CAEX may be also used to store hierarchical object infor-

mation, acting as a top-level format for each of the other stan-
dards. CAEX is mainly based on the following elements [8]:
• RoleClassLib is used to detail the functionality associated

to plant equipments.
• SystemUnitClassLibrary provides a collection of vendor-

specific equipment instances.
• InterfaceClassLibrary defines all useful interfaces to con-

nect each plant model and external XML standards.
• InstanceHierarchy depicts object instances modeling the

plant topology and hierarchy.
Furthermore, AML allows the integration with other XML data
formats, such as B2MML implementing ANSI/ISA-95 [9].

B2MML integrates the manufacturing and business views,
providing a consistent data model between the Enterprise

1 <InternalElement Name="ProductionLine"
2 ID="8052a42b-a591-4117-bce4-5a7614cd21c8">
3 <InternalElement Name="Manipulator1"
4 ID="41c3bc34-f36a-4792-9c9a-6f04e32367ee"
5 RefBaseSystemUnitPath=".../Manipulator">
6 <Attribute Name="Payload"
7 AttributeDataType="xs:float">
8 <Value>3</Value>
9 </Attribute>

10 ...
11 <ExternalInterface Name="Port"
12 ID="e91d9329-60df-4c17-a5c6-b6b8fb351071">
13 <Attribute Name="Direction"
14 AttributeDataType="xs:string">
15 <Value>InOut</Value>
16 </Attribute>
17 </ExternalInterface>
18 <InternalElement Name="Arm1"
19 ID="04dc7b58-90b7-4bf5-b8c5-0463d6835df3">
20 <RoleRequirements ...Path=".../Move" />
21 </InternalElement>
22 ...
23 <InternalElement Name="Hand"
24 ID="79c4bea3-0f29-47d8-999f-f56d6b448f23">
25 <RoleRequirements ...Path=".../Pick" />
26 <RoleRequirements ...Path=".../Place" />
27 <RoleRequirements ...Path=".../Turn" />
28 </InternalElement>
29 ...
30 </InternalElement>
31 ...
32 <InternalElement>
33 ...

Listing 1. Sketch of the InstanceHierarchy element describing the
Production Line architecture and topology using CAEX.

Resource Planning (ERP) and MES systems. As such, it allows
to simplify the procedures to make a manufacturing system
consistent to the ANSI/ISA-95 standard. Different B2MML
elements provides diverse information. We point out the
OperationsDefinitions element detailing production recipes,
and EquipmentInformation providing information about plant
components and eventual requirements implications derived by
their use in an industrial process.

A. Plant Topology and Architecture
AML relies on the InstanceHierarchy element to

define the architecture of a production line. Listing 1 exem-
plifies the case study: the hierarchy is composed of multiple
machine instances, each consisting of various internal elements
that characterize the component. As an example, the first
manipulator arm (declared at Line 3) is composed of an arm
(Lines 18-21) and a hand (Lines 23-28). Every manufacturing
machine is represented by a set of RoleRequirements,
instanced from the RoleClassLib.

Topology constraints represent the production line shape by
describing the connections between manufacturing machine
and component. For example, a constraint expresses that the
milling machine’s workbench can only be loaded by the first
manipulator arm and unloaded by the second. As such, it is
necessary binding production flows and topology constraints.
However, AML does not provide a formal method to spec-
ify such information. In our simple scenario we exploited
semantic classes not specifically created for this purpose, such
as Ports. An interface port is described at Lines 11-17 of
Listing 1, with an InOut direction. This port is connected
to the previous conveyor and to the milling machine. The
actual binding happens in Listing 2, at Lines 1-7, where the
manipulator arm is connected to both machine’s port IDs.



1 <InternalLink
2 RefPartnerSideA="0b78bed5-fca3-
3 4f90-b9c8-62b2c8c306fd"
4 RefPartnerSideB="e91d9329-60df-4c17-
5 a5c6-b6b8fb351071"
6 Name="Conveyor1ToManipulator1Link"
7 />
8 <InternalLink
9 RefPartnerSideA="e91d9329-60df-4c17-

10 a5c6-b6b8fb351071"
11 RefPartnerSideB="8ae9b4b4-8746-4f9c-
12 90b0-bbfe15d7aa94"
13 Name="Manipulator1ToMillingMachineLink"
14 />

Listing 2. InternalLinks element connecting components ports in AML.

1 <OperationsDefinitionInformation>
2 <Descripton>Steps for Prod1</Descripton>
3 <OperationsDefinition>
4 <OperationsType>Production</OperationsType>
5 <OperationSegment>
6 <ID>PickFromConveyor1</ID>
7 <Duration>10</Duration>
8 <ProcessSegmentID>Prod1</ProcessSegmentID>
9 <EquipmentSpecification>

10 <EquipmentClassID>Manipulator1
11 </EquipmentClassID>
12 <Quantity>
13 <QuantityString>1</QuantityString>
14 </Quantity>
15 </EquipmentSpecification>
16 </OperationSegment>
17 ...
18 </OperationsDefinition>
19 </OperationsDefinitionInformation>

Listing 3. B2MML description of a production composed by mutiple steps.

B. Production Processes Definition
The OperationDefinition structure provided by the

ANSI/ISA-95 standard and implemented through B2MML is
used to describe production recipes. It concretely defines a
product built by performing an ordered sequence of mul-
tiple processes (i.e., the product recipe). Each process is
characterized by a duration and a set of required resources,
needed to complete its execution. As depicted in Listing 3,
an operation (Line 3) is defined by a type, i.e., ‘Produc-
tion‘ (Line 4), and by multiple OperationSegments:
for the sake of compactness, only one Segment is re-
ported in Lines 5-16. Each Segment depicts a process-
ing step characterized by an ID, a duration in seconds,
a ProcessSegmentID. A segment includes a set of re-
quirements allowing it to be correctly executed. Lines 9-15
report the segment requirement to have the Manipulator1
machine available. OperationSegments are ordered in an
OperationDefinition to the production definition.

C. Production Line Design and Implementation
EDA research showed that powerful formalisms paired with

trustworthy procedures enable design automation: we rely on
the A/G contracts formal framework to support the intended
design flow. The functional description of the production
line is specified by contracts. Contracts theories allows de-
composing the system to describe the different aspects and
components [10] using different contracts.

A hierarchy of contract-based specifications characterizes
the system. Each process detailed in the RoleClassLib under
ProductionLineProcesses is mapped to a contract representing
a production action. The action contract specifies conditions
for the action to be executed and the collection of results

over the working material. Then, a machine’s coordinator
contract is needed to detail the type of production, mapped
from each OperationDefinition and OperationSegment found
in the B2MML data model. The contract is composed of
multiple elementary actions and constraints specifying the
order of manufacturing actions to perform. The production line
topology and the architecture are specified by a further A/G
contract. The InstanceHierarchy provided by AML provides
the information about the plant structure and architecture.
Contracts are specified in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [6].

We define the A/G contracts specifying the robotic arm. The
arm corresponds to the Separation and Disassembly machine’s
class according to the DIN standard. Eighteen actions are
identified, that can be reduced to four elementary actions:
• Pick: collect the piece from a specific location.
• Place: drop the piece to a specific location.
• Move: move the robotic arm.
• Turn: rotate the piece to a specific angle.

Each action is performed in a physical environment assumed
by the contract, and represented by a space discrete grid. The
position of the piece in the grid are represented by an integer
variable, named pos piece, valued:
• = 0: the position cannot be reached by the arm.
• > 0: the position can be reached by the arm.

A safety assumption for such a system specifies that the
initial position of the piece must be inside the space grid:

�(pos piece > 0)

Guarantees specify the expected behavior that an action de-
scribes. The Pick A/G contract, as an example, models that
if the workpiece is reachable, then the manipulator moves the
robotic hand to the target position and picks the material:

�((pos piece > 0 ∧ to pick)→©(pos arm = pos piece))

The ‘picked‘ status is specified by using a boolean variable. It
is indeed an abstraction of the force measurement controller
controlling the hand in many industrial manipulators:

�((pos arm = pos piece ∧ to pick)→©(picked))

The machine’s coordinator contract assumes a defined order
of actions, as characterized in B2MML, represented by an
integer variable associated to each intended action. Different
constraints are specified in this regard, i.e., it is assumed that
a Place action cannot happen if it is not anticipated by a Pick:

�(pick < place)

Guarantees implement the action executed on the material: for
example, if manipulator holds something in its hand and makes
a rotation, then the piece will be turned consequently:

�((¬(pick = 0) ∧ (pick < turn))→©(turn piece))

Concerning the plant architecture, a fixed order of machines
composing the plant is assumed. A variable defines the execu-
tion flow which is compliant with the topology, i.e., the first
position is occupied by the first conveyor belt, and the next
position is an action associated to the manipulator arm:

�((position = 1)→©(manipulator))

The consistency of each contract-based specification can be
verified individually, and if consistent it can be synthesized



1 void simulate(bool size, bool pos_piece, int32_t pick,
2 int32_t move, int32_t turn, int32_t place){
3 if(state == "0") {
4 if (size == true && pos_piece == 1 &&
5 pick == 1 && move == 2 && turn == 0 && place == 3){
6 state = "5";
7 canUse = true;
8 turn_piece = false;
9 grip = false;

10 error = false;
11 end = false;
12 }else if (size == true && pos_piece == 2 && pick == 1
13 && move == 2 && turn == 0 && place == 3){
14 state = "27";
15 ...
16 }
17 ...
18 } else if(state == "1"){
19 ...
20 }
21 ...
22 }

Listing 4. Sketch of FSM implementing the Manipulator coordinator contract.

Table I
TIME REQUIRED TO SIMULATE THE DIFFERENT MACHINES.

Milling Conveyor
Safety Invariants 91 20
Possible actions 6 3

Verification, Synthesis and
Code Generation 173s 15s

through reactive synthesis tools, such as GR1C [11]. The con-
tract implementation is a Mealy Machine, and we developed an
automatic tool generating the equivalent executable C++ code
starting from each of the Mealy Machines produced from con-
tracts. Then, the tool generates a C++ class implementing the
coordination by exploiting homogeneous code generation [12],
producing code as the one shown in Listing 4.

III. PLANT SIMULATION AND VALIDATION

The validation of a production line consists in verifying that
the composition of each manufacturing step implements the
production recipe, in accordance to the production line compo-
nents architecture and topology: this is obtained by simulating
the manufacturing plant agents with appropriate inputs and
verifying that each component produces the expected outputs.
Siemens’ Technomatix Plant Simulation provides a complete
discrete-event simulation of production line digital models.
During the simulation, the concept of Mobile Unit (MU) repre-
sents the physical object being transformed by the simulated
production plant. Plant Simulation allows importing custom
models expressed using C++ code [6], as the one produced
above. The code is compiled building Station nodes that can
be imported into plant models. The production line can finally
be validated by connecting the Station nodes according to the
specifications and then monitoring the simulation of the entire
model using Plant Simulation.

Table I reports the comparison between the characteristics
of the milling machine and conveyor belt contract-based spec-
ifications: the time needed to verify, synthesize and generate
C++ code is proportional to the number of actions and, con-
sequently, safety invariants needed to describe the component.
In fact, the number of possible processes associated to the
conveyor belt is lower than those of the milling machine.
As such, the conveyor belt behavior requires less invariants

Table II
TIME REQUIRED TO SIMULATE THE DIFFERENT RECIPES.

Simple Production Complex Production
Safety Invariants 22 62

Number of Actions 9 29
Verification, Synthesis
and Code Generation 0.29s 0.93s

to be described. This translates to less time required for the
verification, synthesis and code generation procedures.

Another critical point is the complexity of the described
production. Each step of the production recipe specified by a
B2MML model is mapped onto a coordinator contract. Each
contract enumerates the actions necessary realize or transform
the product as intended. The size of the needed production
actions set, gathered from the OperationDefinition and
OperationSegment in Listing 3, is directly proportional to
the complexity of the coordinator contract. We show this by
comparing two productions: the one described in Sec. 2 and
one requiring a larger set of actions. Table II reports the results:
more variables and safety LTL properties are needed to model
the more structured production, leading to a larger overhead.
This would be further worsened by increasing the number
of the machines in the production line. A more intricate
architecture would be more difficult to model, especially
considering the larger set of topology constraints implied.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Porting EDA techniques to design industrial production
systems requires to identify the languages and formalisms
useful to support the design process automation. This work
goes toward such a direction analyzing the languages and
standards commonly used when designing industrial systems.
It proposed to map such languages and concepts onto formal
models used by EDA methodologies. Then, we showed an
approach to automatically derive a digital twin from the
definition of a production line, enabling to evaluate properties
through simulation as in many classical EDA design flows.
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